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Brain areas within the lateral parietal cortex (LPC) and ventral
temporal cortex (VTC) have been shown to code for abstract quantity
representations and for symbolic numerical representations, respec-
tively. To explore the fast dynamics of activity within each region and
the interaction between them, we used electrocorticography record-
ings from 16 neurosurgical subjects implantedwith grids of electrodes
over these two regions and tracked the activity within and between
the regions as subjects performed three different numerical tasks.
Although our results reconfirm the presence of math-selective hubs
within the VTC and LPC, we report here a remarkable heterogeneity
of neural responses within each region at both millimeter and
millisecond scales. Moreover, we show that the heterogeneity of
response profiles within each hub mirrors the distinct patterns of
functional coupling between them. Our results support the exis-
tence of multiple bidirectional functional loops operating between
discrete populations of neurons within the VTC and LPC during the
visual processing of numerals and the performance of arithmetic
functions. These findings reveal information about the dynamics
of numerical processing in the brain and also provide insight into
the fine-grained functional architecture and connectivity within the
human brain.
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Although the ability to approximate or compare rough quan-
tities is present even in human infants (1) and in other species

such as nonhuman primates (2–4) and birds (5), the association
of exact quantities with symbols (e.g., the numeral “10”) or
verbal representations (e.g., the word “ten”) is unique to humans
exposed to such culturally learned entities (6–8). Moreover,
dissociable number- and quantity-related behavioral deficits (i.e.,
deficits relating to symbolic or verbal numerical representations
versus abstract quantity representations) are associated with
different lesion locations within the brain (9–14). These obser-
vations in part motivated the Triple Code model positing that the
human brain contains three different numerical representations:
symbolic, verbal, and abstract quantity, each coded in a different
brain region (15, 16). The model also predicts that, depending on
task demands (e.g., simple visual recognition of a numeral versus
determining the larger of two numerals versus verbal naming of a
numeral), all or a subset of these brain regions interact with each
other (15, 16).
Neuroimaging, electrophysiology, and lesion studies in both

humans and nonhuman primates have long implicated the parietal
lobe, particularly the anterior segment of the intraparietal sulcus
(aIPS), in abstract quantity representations irrespective of the
modality of presentation (e.g., “4” vs. “four” vs. “::”), with spe-
cific neurons or neuronal populations exhibiting tuning around a
preferred numerosity (4, 17–25). Moreover, brain activity within

this region and its functional and anatomical connectivity with
other brain regions are correlated with mathematical perfor-
mance in individual subjects (26–29), and perturbation of activity
in this region appears to affect mathematical performance (30–32).
Although the Triple Code model predicted the existence of a

specific region within the ventral visual stream selective for
symbolic numerical representations (i.e., numerals), earlier human
electrophysiological recordings using event-related potentials
reported relatively widespread activations in the ventral temporal
cortex (VTC) during number processing (33), and earlier func-
tional imaging studies were unable to localize a region selective for
numerals relative both to other culturally learned symbols (e.g.,
letters) and novel morphologically similar stimuli (i.e., false fonts)
(17, 34–36). Recently, our group used intracranial electrocortico-
graphy (ECoG) to confirm the existence of a site within the pos-
terior inferior temporal gyrus (pITG) that selectively responds to
visual numerals relative to letters, false fonts, number words, and
words (37). This pITG site is located in an area subject to strong
susceptibility artifact with fMRI (38, 39); however, numeral se-
lectivity within the pITG has since been demonstrated with fMRI
using advanced techniques to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in
this region (38, 39). Still, given the relatively low temporal reso-
lution of the current imaging methods, it is difficult to study the
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fast temporal dynamics of activity within and surrounding the
pITG and its interaction with other regions involved in numerical
cognition such as the intraparietal sulcus (IPS).
In the current study, we took advantage of simultaneous

ECoG recordings from discrete neuronal populations within the
human VTC and lateral parietal cortex (LPC) to study the fast
temporal dynamics of their activations and functional coupling
during numerical conditions. We expand upon previous work
and demonstrate that the brain regions within the VTC and LPC
thought to represent the symbolic and abstract quantity numerical
codes, respectively, are in fact each composed of heterogeneous
neuronal populations with distinct temporal profiles of activity.
The distinct profiles of activity in subpopulations of the VTC or
LPC are mirrored by their distinct patterns of functional coupling.
Our results suggest the existence of multiple feedback loops be-
tween different subpopulations of the VTC and LPC that operate
during different stages of numerical processing. These findings
provide insight into the mechanics of numerical processing in the
brain and also have implications for studying the fine-grained ar-
chitecture of the brain’s functional connections in general.

Results
Sixteen patients with epilepsy were implanted with intracranial
electrodes as part of their presurgical evaluation at Stanford
University Medical Center and volunteered to participate in our
research study. Demographic information for these subjects and
their behavioral performance are included in Table S1, and each
subject’s electrode coverage is displayed in Fig. S1. We obtained
ECoG data during three different experimental tasks (Fig. 1).
Task 1 presented subjects with single numerals, letters, or foreign
symbols (i.e., false fonts), allowing us to identify numeral-selective
neuronal populations. Task 2 required subjects to manipulate nu-
merals actively by assessing the validity of arithmetic statements
(versus the control condition of assessing the validity of memory
statements). In task 3, subjects were required to assess the validity
of arithmetic statements (as in task 2), but each arithmetic equation
was presented one symbol at a time (e.g., “7,” “+,” “5,” “=,” “12”),
allowing us to track better the temporal profile of activity of each
region during different stages of arithmetic processing. On average,
subjects performed with greater than 85% accuracy on each task;

the variation between subjects’ accuracy and reaction time in all
tasks is presented in Table S1.
Our analyses were aimed first at characterizing the response

properties of subregions within the VTC and LPC to confirm the
presence of numeral- and/or math-selective neuronal popula-
tions that we and other groups have reported previously (20, 22,
23, 37, 39, 40). Next, we measured the relative timing of the
activation of each of these regions during arithmetic computa-
tions. Finally we assessed the functional coupling between the
VTC and LPC during arithmetic computations.

Selectivity of the Response to Numerals Within the VTC. We mea-
sured the activity and selectivity of each electrode across a wide
range of frequencies (1–256 Hz) but found that high-frequency
broadband (HFB; 70–180 Hz) activity best differentiated be-
tween numeric and nonnumeric conditions (Fig. S2). Further, in
line with recent work from our group (41), we found that support
vector machine (SVM) classifiers on the data from task 2 dif-
ferentiated between math and memory trials most accurately,
both on average and in each individual subject (Fig. S2E), when
using HFB activity rather than activity in five other frequency
bands. The HFB classifiers also were the only ones with classifi-
cation accuracy significantly above chance in every subject [per-
mutation test, P < 0.05, false-discovery rate (FDR) corrected].
These findings corroborate previous work showing a high corre-
spondence between HFB activity and local neuronal firing rate
and with fMRI blood-oxygen level-dependent activity (42–47).
Because selectivity for the different stimulus classes/trial types was
most prominent in the HFB band, we focused on HFB activity in
subsequent analyses.
Although many sites within the VTC responded significantly

to the presentation of numerals (relative to the intertrial interval,
ITI), a small subregion within the pITG responded selectively to
numerals compared with morphologically similar stimuli such as
letters and false fonts [3 of 58 of all pITG sites (5.2%), P < 0.05,
FDR-corrected, in 3 of the 13 subjects with pITG coverage; or 7
of 58 electrodes (12%), P < 0.05, FDR uncorrected, from four
different subjects, all with right hemisphere coverage] (Fig. 2 C
and D, Fig. S3, and Table S2). We refer to this numeral-selective
pITG site as the “number form area” (NFA). These findings in a
new subcohort of subjects confirmed our previous report of a
numeral-selective brain region (37).
Also in line with a recent report from our group (40), we found

sites bilaterally within a broader region of the pITG that were
selectively engaged during arithmetic processing, relative to
reading sentences/memory retrieval (task 2), although by and large
their response to single numerals were insignificant and/or not
significantly different from their responses to single letters or false
fonts (31 of 58 sites, 53%; P < 0.05, FDR-corrected) (Fig. 2C, Fig.
S3, and Table S2). We refer to this pITG region as “pITGmath.”
This region includes the NFA itself, which also was selectively
engaged during math in task 2. Although we recorded from the
NFA proper in only three subjects after FDR correction (in four
subjects before FDR correction), we observed at least one math-
selective pITG site in all 13 subjects implanted with pITG elec-
trodes (Table S2).
As in task 1, many sites throughout the VTC were significantly

active during arithmetic processing, and many sites outside the
pITG, particularly in the posterior VTC, responded more strongly
during arithmetic processing than did sites within the pITG
(Fig. 2B). However, the region that was most selectively engaged
during arithmetic processing (and was not engaged during reading/
memory retrieval) was anatomically similar to, although larger in
size than, the NFA (Fig. 2, Fig. S3, and Table S2).
It is important to note that even within the pITGmath area

there exists much heterogeneity in the profile of responses to
different types of numerical stimuli, even within a few millime-
ters of cortex. Fig. S4 shows an example of such heterogeneity in
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the three behavioral tasks. See Experimental Procedures
for a detailed description of each task.
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a single subject across tasks 1–3. One site is within the NFA,
responding selectively to numerals relative to other symbols in tasks
1 and 3 and with a sustained math-selective response in task 2.
Further, in task 3 this site responds more to the second numeral
than the first numeral, likely reflecting an increased engagement of
this site during computations. The two neighboring sites are each
only 5 mm away from the NFA site, but they exhibit different re-
sponse properties, responding less selectively to numerals in tasks 1
and 3 and with more transient math-selective responses in task 2.
Thus, although we group the pITGmath sites together, we ac-
knowledge that this region is in fact composed of several neuronal
populations with slightly different functional profiles of activity
and likely with different patterns of interaction with other brain
regions (e.g., the IPS). Given the relative sparsity of electrode
sampling with respect to the size of these neuronal populations, it
is not surprising that we recorded from NFA proper in only a few
subjects (Fig. S3 and Table S2). In subsequent analyses, based on
task 2, we focused on pITGmath sites that included the NFA sites.
Also of note, the number/math-selective region described above

is anatomically distinct from other category-selective regions within

the VTC, such as the fusiform face area (FFA) (46) and the word
form area (WFA), sites that responded selectively to letters in task 1
and/or to written memory statements in task 2 (Fig. S3). It is
particularly noteworthy that the NFA and WFA are anatomically
distinct, because numbers and letters are morphologically similar
symbols, composed of lines and curved segments. Thus it is un-
likely that the NFA/pITGmath region codes for purely visual aspects
of numerical stimuli.

Numerical Processing Within the Parietal Cortex. We partitioned
the parietal cortex into six anatomical divisions based on each
individual’s native anatomy (Fig. 3A) and measured in each
region the average HFB response to the presentation of vi-
sual numerals (task 1) and active mathematical computations
(task 2).
Although several sites, mostly within the superior parietal

lobule (SPL) were significantly active during the presentation of
numerals (relative to the ITI), no LPC sites responded selectively
to single visual numeral symbols relative to letters or false fonts
(Fig. S3 and Table S2). By comparison, in task 2, when subjects
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Fig. 2. (A) Electrodes within the VTC. The placement
of electrodes in all 14 subjects who had electrodes
over the VTC is projected onto the right hemisphere
of an atlas brain. The anatomical subdivisions within
the VTC considered in this study are shown on the
left hemisphere. aFG, anterior fusiform gyrus; aITG,
anterior inferior temporal gyrus; LOG, lateral occipital
gyrus; mFG, midfusiform gyrus; pFG, posterior fusi-
form gyrus; pITG, posterior inferior temporal gyrus. (B)
HFB responses to numerals and other visual symbols in
task 1 (Upper) and when analyzing math or memory
statements in task 2 (Lower), grouped by sites in each
VTC subregion, averaged across all subjects. Error bars
indicate SE across electrodes. Asterisks indicate a sig-
nificant difference in HFB response between math and
memory conditions (after FDR correction). Note that
the selectivity of individual electrodes within a region of interest (ROI) may be different from the average selectivity of that ROI. (C) Highlighted are individual
electrodes across all subjects that are significantly numeral active relative to the ITI (brain at far left), numeral selective relative to letters and foreign symbols
(second brain from left), math active relative to the ITI (third brain from left), and math selective relative tomemory and also with no significant memory response
(brain at right). The color of each electrode denotes its anatomical region (determined in individual brain space). Electrodes outlined in black have significant
responses at the level of P < 0.05, FDR-corrected, and those outlined in white are significant at P < 0.05, uncorrected. (D) Exemplar HFB time courses during task 1
and task 2 are shown for an exemplar NFA site (from subject S13). The shaded area represents the SE across trials for each condition.
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Fig. 3. (A) Electrodes within the LPC. The placement of electrodes in all 14 subjects with electrodes over the LPC is shown on the right hemisphere of an atlas
brain (Lower). Also shown are the anatomical subdivisions within the LPC considered in this study (Upper). AG, angular gyrus; aIPS, anterior intraparietal sulcus;
aSOG, anterior superior occipital gyrus; pIPS, posterior intraparietal sulcus; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; SPL, superior parietal lobule. (B) HFB responses to numerals
and other visual symbols in task 1 (Upper) and when analyzing math or memory statements in task 2 (Lower), grouped by sites in each LPC subregion, averaged
across all subjects. Error bars indicate SE across electrodes. Asterisks indicate a significant difference in HFB response between math and memory conditions (after
FDR correction). (C) Highlighted are individual electrodes across all subjects that are significantly math active relative to the ITI (Left) and math selective relative to
memory and also with no significant memory response (Right). The color of each electrode denotes its anatomical region as determined in individual brain space.
Electrodes outlined in black have significant responses at the level of P < 0.05, FDR-corrected, and those outlined in white are significant at P < 0.05, uncorrected.
(D) Exemplar HFB time courses during task 1 and task 2 are shown for a site in the aIPS of S11 that does not respond to the passive presentation of numerals,
letters, or false fonts but is selectively engaged during active mathematical computation. The shaded area represents the SE across trials for each condition.
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actively manipulated numerals in arithmetic computations, we
found that the aIPS and SPL were more engaged during arith-
metic processing than during reading sentences/memory retrieval
(P < 0.05, FDR-corrected) (Fig. 3B, Fig. S3, and Table S2). We
refer to these math-selective regions, which we observed in both
the right and left hemispheres, across many subjects (9 of 13
subjects with SPL coverage and 8 of 13 subjects with aIPS cov-
erage) (Table S2) as “aIPSmath” and “SPLmath.” Conversely, in
line with other recent findings (47), sites in the angular gyrus
were more active during memory retrieval than during arithmetic
processing (P < 0.05, FDR-corrected) (Fig. 3B and Fig. S3).
Importantly, most of the math-selective sites in the aIPS and
many in the SPL were not significantly active during memory
trials (Fig. 3 C and D, Fig. S3, and Table S2). By comparison, we
did observe many sites in more posterior portions of the IPS and
in the SPL exhibiting a transient response at the beginning of
both math and memory trials (e.g., see Fig. S6E).

Temporal Dynamics of VTC and LPC Activity During Numerical Processing.
The two previous analyses mapped out the VTC and LPC sub-
regions that are selective for either the visual presentation or
arithmetic manipulation of visual numerals. Next, we addressed
the temporal profile of activations within these two regions by
computing the response onset latency (ROL) of HFB activity in
each of these conditions (task 1 and task 2) and comparing the
response of each region in different stages of arithmetic pro-
cessing in task 3. For the ROL analysis, we considered only the
sites that were significantly active during the presentation of
numerals (task 1) and/or arithmetic processing (task 2), because
we could measure ROL reliably only for sites exhibiting a clear

increase in activity. The majority of these sites were located in the
lateral occipital gyrus (LOG)/posterior fusiform gyrus (pFG), pITG,
and midfusiform gyrus (mFG) (for both numerals and math) and in
the aIPS and SPL (for math). To assess differences in ROL between
brain regions, we considered only pairs of electrodes within
individual subjects so that differences in overall processing
speed between subjects would not alter our general findings.
In task 1, the pITG sites responded to the visual presentation

of numerals later than did sites in the LOG/pFG by 35 ± 26 (SD)
ms and the mFG by 46 ± 42 ms (P < 0.05, FDR-corrected) (Fig.
4 A–C). Similarly, in task 2, math-active sites in the pITG
responded significantly later than those in the LOG/pFG by 51 ±
20 ms and mFG by 60 ± 42 ms (P < 0.05, FDR-corrected) (Fig. 4
D–F). Furthermore, within the pITG, neuronal populations that
were active during the math but not during the memory condi-
tion responded significantly later during the math condition than
those that were active during both math and memory trials by 47 ±
21 ms (P < 0.001, FDR-corrected). Likewise, within the SPL and
aIPS, math-selective sites that were not significantly active during
memory trials responded later than those that were significantly
active during both math and memory trials by 170 ± 100 ms (P <
0.02, FDR- corrected). These findings provide further evidence that
these math-selective sites within the VTC and LPC are involved in
higher-level rather than purely visual processing of numerals.
We next measured activity during task 3 (performed by 9 of 16

subjects) (Table S1) to compare more explicitly the engagement
of different brain regions during different stages of numerical
processing. In line with our observations from task 2, we found
that pITG and aIPS math-active sites exhibited a larger response
to the second numeral than to the first numeral (Fig. 5). Some of

A B

C

D E

F

Fig. 4. (A) Exemplar HFB time courses during the numeral condition in task 1 at sites within three different VTC regions in a single subject (S13). The HFB time
course at each site is scaled by its own maximum. The shaded area represents the SE across trials for each condition. Note that the pITG site responds later to
numerals than either the pFG or mFG site. (B) Group-averaged differences between the HFB ROL to numerals at electrode pairs in different anatomical
regions. Only electrode pairs within an individual subject were considered. Number of electrode pairs per ROI-pair: LOG/pFG-pITG: 44 pairs across four
subjects; LOG/pFG-mFG: 34 pairs across four subjects; pITG-mFG: 45 pairs across seven subjects. Asterisks denote significant differences in ROL between two
anatomical regions (*P < 0.05, FDR-corrected). (C) The approximate range of the ROL to numerals for each anatomical region is plotted in seconds. Data are
shown as mean ± 1 SD across all subjects and all electrodes. (D) Exemplar HFB time courses during the math condition in task 2 at sites within three different
VTC subregions and two LPC regions in a single subject (S4). The HFB time course at each site is scaled by its own maximum. The shaded area represents the SE
across trials for each condition. Note that in this subject the pITG and aIPS sites respond after the LOG/pFG, mFG, and SPL sites and respond nearly simul-
taneously with each other. (E) Group-averaged differences between the HFB ROLs during the math condition (task 2) at electrode pairs in different ana-
tomical regions. Only electrode pairs within an individual subject were considered. Number of electrode pairs per ROI-pair: LOG/pFG-pITG: 23 pairs across five
subjects; LOG/pFG-mFG: two pairs across one subject; LOG/pFG-SPL: four pairs across one subject; LOG/pFG-aIPS: six pairs across two subjects; pITG-mFG: 14
pairs across five subjects; pITG-SPL: 17 pairs across four subjects; pITG-aIPS: 14 pairs across four subjects; mFG-SPL: six pairs across two subjects; mFG-aIPS: five
pairs across two subjects; SPL-aIPS: 11 pairs across four subjects. Asterisks indicate significant differences in ROL between two anatomical regions (*P < 0.05,
FDR-corrected). (F) The approximate range of the ROL to math for each anatomical region is plotted in seconds. Data are shown as mean ± 1 SD.
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these pITGmath and aIPSmath sites showed almost no HFB response
until after the presentation of the second numeral (Fig. 5B), sug-
gesting that these regions are likely involved in the manipulation
of numerals during a computation rather than merely in the vi-
sual processing of numerals. Sites in LOG/pFG, mFG, and SPL,
on the other hand, responded less to the second numeral than to
the first numeral (Fig. 5C), possibly reflecting visual adaptation
to the numeral stimuli.
After comparing onset latencies of math-active sites separately

within the VTC and within the LPC, we next measured the time
difference between the onsets of activation occurring in the
math-selective regions within the VTC and LPC. Although 12
subjects had simultaneous coverage in the VTC and LPC, only
three (subjects S2, S4, and S11) had at least one site each in the
aIPS and pITG with sufficiently strong math-related responses in
task 2 to measure onset times reliably. Across these three sub-
jects, the onset times of pITGmath sites were earlier on average
than those of aIPSmath sites by 54 ± 85 ms (P < 0.05, FDR-corrected)
(Fig. 4E). However, we did observe nearly simultaneous onsets
of activity in the most math-selective aIPS site and the two most
math-selective pITG sites in a single subject (S4); exemplar time
courses are shown in Fig. 4D; permutation test, P > 0.05. One of
the same three subjects, S11, also performed task 3, giving us
more detailed information about the engagement of VTC and
LPC activation in different stages of numerical processing. Again,
we found that the most math-selective pITG and aIPS sites
responded nearly simultaneously to the presentation of the second

numeral (permutation test, P > 0.05; neither site responded much
to the first numeral, as shown in Fig. 5B).
In addition to the nearly simultaneous engagement of sub-

populations within the pITG and aIPS during numerical pro-
cessing, we observed that the math-selective sites in these regions
also exhibited a more sustained response during numerical
processing than did other active but less selective sites. Specifi-
cally, we measured the trial-by-trial correlation between the
duration of HFB responses and behavioral reaction time at each
electrode site separately during math and memory trials in task 2.
A high correlation between HFB duration and RT during math
trials suggests that a site exhibits sustained activity throughout an
arithmetic computation. Although some sites exhibited a tran-
sient response at the beginning of both math and memory trials
(i.e., a response whose duration was uncorrelated with reaction
time; e.g., the mFG site in Fig. S5A, Top Row), many sites within
the pITG and aIPS exhibited a sustained HFB response during
math trials but not during memory trials, and the duration of the
response was correlated with reaction time (e.g., Fig. S5A,
Middle and Bottom). On average, in the pITG, aIPS, and SPL,
the correlation between HFB duration and RT was significantly
higher during math trails than during memory trials (P < 0.05,
FDR-corrected; pITG: average r = 0.38 for math vs. r = 0.15 for
memory; aIPS: r = 0.37 vs. r = 0.22; SPL: r = 0.38 vs. r = 0.26),
but the correlation was not significantly different between math
and memory trials in other VTC or LPC regions (Fig. S5B).

Task-Dependent Correlation of Activity Between the LPC and VTC.
The similar temporal profiles of activity in the pITG and aIPS in
the same individual suggest a possible coupling of computations
taking place in these sites. However, to assess the presence of
possible functional coupling between discrete VTC and LPC
populations more directly, we measured the correlation of trial-
to-trial HFB power fluctuations between different regions of the
LPC and VTC during both math and memory trials in task 2. For
this analysis, we included only the five subjects with at least one
pITGmath and one aIPSmath site (Table S2). Although we ex-
pected the activity between a pair of sites in the pITGmath and
aIPSmath to be correlated across all task conditions (because both
sites are active during math trials and are less active during
memory trials), we were more interested in the correlation of
activity within a particular trial type (i.e., beyond the average task
response). These trial-by-trial fluctuations in activity beyond the
average stimulus-induced response (often termed “noise corre-
lations”) are thought to reflect variations in endogenous activity
from trial to trial; thus a significant correlation in noise between
sites suggests a functional interaction between those sites. Such
noise correlations have been shown to recapitulate patterns of
activation during a task and have been linked to putative func-
tional networks (47–52). Using intracranial recordings, our group
recently showed that regions of the putative default mode network
exhibit correlated HFB activity individually within different task
conditions but most strongly during memory retrieval, when this
network is known to be engaged (47). Here, we similarly found
the HFB activity between the pITGmath and aIPSmath sites to be
highly correlated during math trials and less so during memory
trials (Fig. 6 A–C and Fig. S6 A–D). Importantly, during the
math condition pITG and aIPS exhibited more correlated ac-
tivity with each other than with other anatomically closer regions
(i.e., with other VTC regions for the pITG and with other pa-
rietal regions for the aIPS) (Fig. S6 B and D). Also of note, the
aIPS still exhibited more correlated activity with the pITG than
with the LOG/pFG during memory trials (Fig. 6C), suggesting an
intrinsic coupling between these two regions.
Importantly, many VTC sites outside the pITGmath region ex-

hibited larger HFB responses during math trials (although non-
selectively compared with the pITGmath sites) (Figs. 2B and 6B
and Fig. S6F); however these regions were not as highly correlated

A B

C

Fig. 5. (A) Math-active sites in four different anatomical regions in an ex-
emplar subject (S11; this subject had no math-active SPL sites). (B) HFB time
course during task 3 at each site in A (scaled by each site’s own maximum).
The shaded area represents the SE across trials for each condition. Note that
although the pITG and aIPS sites respond more to the second digit than to
the first digit, the pFG and mFG sites respond more to the first digit than to
the second digit (the pITG site shown here is not within the NFA). (C) At the
group level, the ratio of the HFB response to the second digit relative to the
response to the first digit was larger than 1 in the pITG and aITG and was less
than 1 in the LOG/pFG, mFG, and SPL. Brackets represent significant differences
in the ratio between regions (solid bracket: P < 0.05, FDR-corrected; dashed
bracket: P < 0.05, uncorrected). Error bars indicate SE across electrodes.
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with the aIPSmath during math trials. In other words, the strength
of HFB response alone was not predictive of a VTC site’s correla-
tion with the aIPS during math processing (r = 0.2451, P = 0.1763).
Instead, the degree of selectivity of the math-active sites (relative to
memory processing) within the VTC was positively correlated
with the degree of their functional coupling with the aIPS during
mathematical processing (r = 0.6015, P = 0.0003) (Fig. 6E). The
same was true for LPC sites: The most math-selective sites within
the LPC exhibited the most correlated activity with pITGmath
during math processing (r = 0.3357, P = 0.0342), whereas the
HFB magnitude of each LPC site alone was not significantly
related to its correlation with the pITGmath (r = 0.2831, P = 0.0767)
(Fig. S6 F and G). These results reinforce the notion that the ob-
served functional coupling between pITGmath and aIPSmath likely
reflects an interaction between them rather than mere simultaneous
coactivation during numerical processing.

Intrinsic Correlation of Activity Between the LPC and VTC During Rest.
Next, we explored the possibility that the pITG and aIPS are part
of the same intrinsic functional network, exhibiting spontane-
ously correlated activity even outside the context of explicit nu-
merical tasks. Inspired by previous work looking at the functional
coupling of local field potential/ECoG activity between brain

regions within putative functional networks (47, 48, 53–57), we
measured the correlation of slow fluctuations (<1 Hz) of HFB
activity at the VTC and LPC during rest and found higher cor-
relations between the math-active sites within the pITG and aIPS
than between these sites and other VTC or LPC sites (Fig. 6 B
and D and Fig. S6 A–D). Of note, although the aIPS was more
correlated with the pITG than with other nearby sites in the SPL
during active math processing, the aIPS also was highly corre-
lated with the SPL at rest (Fig. S6 A and B). This observation
suggests that, although the aIPS exhibits broad local functional
connectivity at rest, these local functional connections become
sharpened once a subject engages in mathematical processing.

Cross-Frequency Coupling Between the IPS and VTC During Numerical
Processing. Last, we aimed to understand the direction of coupling
between the pITG and aIPS. Inspired by the evidence for the
functional importance of low-frequency oscillations in the spa-
tiotemporal organization of neural activity (58–60) and the cou-
pling of the phase of low-frequency oscillations with the amplitude
of higher-frequency activity (i.e., phase–amplitude coupling, PAC)
(60–65), we measured the magnitude of bidirectional PAC be-
tween the aIPS and different VTC sites during both math and
memory tasks.
Across the five subjects with coverage of both pITGmath and

aIPSmath sites, the aIPSmath low-frequency phase (in the resonant
frequency band of each aIPSmath site; see Experimental Proce-
dures for more details) modulated the HFB power more on av-
erage at pITG sites than at other VTC regions (Fig. 7 A and C
and Fig. S7). However, this pattern was not evident in the two
subjects (S8 and S16) who had the weakest math responses in the
aIPS (Fig. S7), perhaps because our electrodes in these subjects
were located at the edge of the aIPS math-selective hub, weak-
ening any potential observable coupling. The degree of PAC was
higher, on average, from the aIPSmath to the pITG than vice-
versa, suggesting stronger top-down (aIPSmath to pITG) than
bottom-up coupling (paired permutation test, P < 0.05). Al-
though interelectrode coupling was strongest between the aIPS
and pITG relative to other VTC regions, there was no correla-
tion between intraelectrode coupling at each VTC site and its
interelectrode coupling with the aIPS (r = 0.0061, P = 0.9651)
(Fig. 7C). Thus, it is unlikely that the observed aIPS–pITG
coupling is simply an artifact of simultaneous coupling within the
aIPS and within the pITG at the same frequencies.
Of note, the most dominant coupling frequency in the aIPSmath

sites (i.e., the frequency whose phase was most coupled to the
HFB power at the same aIPS site and also to the HFB power at
the pITG sites) differed across subjects (Fig. S7). In two of
three subjects (S4 and S11), the coupling was most prominent
within the 1–4 Hz range, whereas in the third subject (S2) the
coupling was most prominent in the 7–28 Hz range. Although
previous studies have shown that the dominant oscillatory fre-
quency/coupling frequency varies across cortical areas (62, 65–
68), it is somewhat surprising to see this variance even within a
small patch of cortex. We are mindful that the electrode sites
labeled as aIPSmath or pITGmath may not have recorded from
the same populations of neurons across individuals, and thus
the PAC findings in our small cohort of subjects should be
taken as preliminary. Future work using denser and wider si-
multaneous sampling of the aIPS and pITG will be necessary to
see if there are common coupling frequencies within specific
aIPS populations across subjects.
Also of note, although on average the coupling was stronger

from the aIPS to the pITG than vice versa, some pITG sites in
two subjects (S2 and S4) did show stronger bottom-up coupling
to the aIPS site (Fig. 7 and Fig. S7). In these subjects, the
strongest coupling was from the pITG site that responded most
to the passive presentation of visual numerals, and the site
showing the strongest top-down PAC from the IPS was slightly

A

B

C D E

Fig. 6. (A) Illustration of trial-by-trial HFB correlation between an exemplar
pITGmath site and an aIPSmath site in a single subject (S11) across all conditions
(Left; dark filled circles are math trials, light filled circles are memory trials),
only math trials (Upper Right), or only memory trials (Lower Right). (B) For
the same subject, we show the HFB correlation between the aIPSmath seed
and each VTC site during math trials and memory trials in task 2. Also shown
is the correlation of slow fluctuations of HFB power between the aIPSmath

seed and each VTC site while subjects are at rest and the level of HFB activity
during math trials relative to the ITI. (C) Average correlation (Fisher-z) be-
tween HFB power at the aIPSmath seed and at each VTC subregion, averaged
across the five subjects (S2, S4, S8, S11, and S16) who had coverage of both
aIPSmath and pITGmath, during math trials (dark gray bars) and memory trials
(light gray bars) in task 2. Significant differences in correlation between
regions or task conditions are denoted with solid brackets (P < 0.05, FDR-
corrected) and dashed brackets (P < 0.05, uncorrected). (D) Average corre-
lation (Fisher-z) between slow fluctuations of HFB power at the aIPSmath seed
and each VTC subregion at rest, averaged across all five subjects. (E) Scatterplot
showing the relationship between selectivity of VTC sites for math relative
to memory processing and their trial-by-trial HFB correlation with aIPS
during math trials. Only VTC sites that were significantly active during
math trials are included.
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more anterior and was engaged only during active mathematical
computation and not during the passive presentation of visual nu-
merals (data for one subject are shown in Fig. 7 A and B). Again,
this finding is quite preliminary, but it is suggestive of a feedback
loop between different subpopulations of the pITG and aIPS in
which the pITG neuronal populations engaged in deciphering visual
symbols have bottom-up coupling with the aIPS, and the aIPS has
top-down coupling with more anterior neuronal populations of the
pITG that are engaged in the active processing of numeral symbols.

Discussion
Recordings from the VTC and LPC in human subjects recon-
firmed the existence of numeral/math-selective hubs within the
VTC and LPC and also revealed functional heterogeneity within
each of these regions at the millimeter scale. We report discrete
neuronal populations localized within the pITG and aIPS with
selective activations during conditions of numerical processing,
surrounded by other active, but less selective neuronal popula-
tions. The most math-selective sites within the pITG and aIPS
respond later than other active but less selective sites within the
VTC and LPC, suggesting their involvement in higher-level rather
than purely visual processing of numerical stimuli. Moreover, a
subset of these math-selective pITG and aIPS neuronal popula-
tions respond nearly simultaneously during mathematical pro-
cessing, despite a large anatomical distance between them. The
math-selective neuronal populations within the pITG and aIPS
exhibited selective functional coupling with each other during
mathematical processing (and to a lesser degree during rest and
nonmath conditions), relative to other active but less selective
sites. Last, a trend in our data suggested a bidirectional relation-
ship between the pITG and aIPS, with separate populations of
neurons engaged in different directions of communication.

Numerical Processing in Discrete Neuronal Populations Within the
Human Inferior Temporal Cortex. In line with our recent observa-
tion (37), we report the presence of a population of neurons in
the pITG that has selective responses to the visual presentation

of individual numerals, i.e., the NFA. This population is sur-
rounded by a larger population of pITG neurons that is selec-
tively engaged during the active manipulation of numerals. The
latter population of neurons is part of a still larger region of the
VTC that, compared with baseline, has nonselective responses to
different classes of visual objects, as suggested by earlier pio-
neering ECoG work (33). That numeral-selective and math-
selective populations of neurons are surrounded by populations
with nonselective responses to these stimuli causes a significant
methodological challenge for ECoG studies (such as our own)
using sparse recordings and for neuroimaging studies that rely on
group analysis and transfer of data from native to standardized
anatomical space. These selective and nonselective populations
may be spatially close but functionally unique, requiring fine-
scale sampling in native anatomy.

Numerical Processing in Discrete Neuronal Populations Within the
Human Lateral Parietal Cortex. Our findings in the LPC corrobo-
rate our previous work, showing a subregion in the aIPS region
that is selectively activated when subjects solve mathematical
equations in an experimental setting or when they deal with
numerical entities in a naturalistic setting (20). One could argue
that the activity we observe in the aIPS when subjects judge ar-
ithmetic equations as true or false (task 2) is not truly math
specific but instead reflects more general externally directed
attention or cognitive control functions and thus could be part of
the dorsal attention network (69) or frontoparietal control net-
work (70). However, the aIPSmath sites did not exhibit any ac-
tivity (even transiently) when subjects were attending to written
statements during memory trials or were switching between task
instructions at the beginning of each trial. Unlike the aIPSmath
region, the SPL and more posterior IPS activations had profiles
matching those we would expect of regions in the dorsal atten-
tion or frontoparietal control network (i.e., transient responses
at the beginning of both math and memory trials, as shown in
Fig. S6E). The aIPS sites that were coupled with the pITG not
only were significantly active during the math condition but also,
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Fig. 7. (A) In a single subject (S4), we show PAC
within the math-selective aIPS site (Far Left). The
low-frequency band whose phase is most coupled to
the HFB power at the same aIPS site is demarcated by
the yellow dashed lines. The second and third images
from the left show the coupling of aIPS phase to VTC
HFB amplitude and of VTC phase to aIPS HFB am-
plitude. Note that the aIPS phase is most coupled to
the HFB amplitude at sites within the pITG. The
fourth image from the left shows the coupling of
the phase at each VTC site to the HFB amplitude at the
same site. The image on the right shows the mag-
nitude of the HFB response at each VTC site during
math trials relative to the ITI. Note that the sites with
the most PAC during math trials are not necessarily
the ones with the largest HFB response. (B) In the
same subject, we show the response properties of
the site showing the highest bottom-up PAC (pITG to
aIPS) (Upper) and the site showing the highest top-
down PAC (aIPS to pITG) (Lower). Note that the pITG
site with the largest bottom-up coupling responded
to the passive presentation of visual numerals (task
1) but did not show much response during active
mathematical computation (task 2), whereas the site
showing the strongest top-down PAC from the IPS
was slightly more anterior and did not show a strong
response to the passive presentation of visual nu-
merals but showed selective activity during active
mathematical computation. (C, Left) Average PAC
between aIPSmath and three different regions within the VTC averaged across the five subjects with simultaneous aIPSmath and pITGmath coverage. (Right) Average
within-site PAC in each of three different regions within the VTC averaged across the same five subjects. Error bars indicate SE across electrode pairs (left) or across
electrodes (right). Significant differences in PAC are denoted by solid brackets (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) and dashed brackets (P < 0.05, uncorrected).
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just as importantly, showed almost no activity during the memory
condition (Fig. 3D and Figs. S5A and S6). Last, although many
LPC sites outside the aIPS [e.g., in the SPL and posterior IPS
(pIPS)] responded to individual numerals (and also to letters and
false fonts; Fig. 3B and Fig. S3) in task 1, the aIPSmath sites did
not respond, even though subjects were actively attending to the
numerals. Therefore, the activity of the aIPSmath sites is unlikely
to be related to general attention or even to selective attention to
numerals. Instead, the aIPSmath sites were active only when subjects
were required to interpret and manipulate numerals actively in the
context of judging arithmetic statements. The aIPSmath region we
identify here is anatomically similar to the parietal regions in which
previous studies have observed numerosity tuning in humans (24, 71,
72) and in macaques (4, 73, 74). However, although we are confident
about the selective functional engagement of aIPSmath sites during
numerical processing, we are cognizant that future work is needed to
disentangle further the functional roles of the aIPSmath sites and
nearby sites within different domains of numerical cognition.

Task-Based and Intrinsic Coupling of Activity Across Neuronal
Populations in the VTC and LPC. The pITG and aIPS were both
highly engaged during arithmetic processing and were much less
engaged during sentence reading/memory retrieval; thus their
HFB activity was unsurprisingly correlated across all trials in task
2. However, variations in the neural responses within a single
task condition (beyond the average response, i.e., noise) are
thought to reflect fluctuations in endogenous activity or different
“brain states” between trials (48–52). Therefore, our finding of
selective noise correlations between the pITG and aIPS likely
reflects the coupling of their endogenous activity; that coupling
appears to be strongest during numerical processing but is still
present during other nonnumeric task conditions (reading sen-
tences/memory retrieval) and at rest. Importantly, the strength of
coupling between the aIPS and different VTC sites within the
math condition correlated with the VTC sites’ selectivity rather
than with the magnitude of their responses during the math
condition (Fig. 6E). The same was true for correlations between
the pITG and different LPC sites (Fig. S6G). Therefore it is
unlikely that the selective correlation between the pITG and
aIPS is simply an artifact of the simultaneous engagement of
these regions. To support this claim further, the correlation

between aIPSmath and pITGmath sites during memory trials was
still stronger than the correlation between the aIPSmath and other
VTC sites (e.g., LOG/pFG) that exhibited larger HFB responses
during memory trials (Fig. 2B).

Temporal Dynamics of Coupling Between the pITG and aIPS. The
PAC and onset latency analyses provided additional clues about
the nature of interaction between the math-selective hubs within
the pITG and aIPS. Although on average the math-active sites
within the pITG responded earlier than those within the aIPS,
we observed nearly simultaneous engagement of the math-
selective pITG and aIPS hubs in two of the three subjects in whom
we were able to measure onset latencies in both the pITGmath and
aIPSmath. The sparse and slightly different electrode coverage
across subjects likely explains the different times of onset between
the pITG and aIPS across subjects. Specifically, the pITG popu-
lations selected in each patient may be engaged in different as-
pects of numerical computations (e.g., visual processing of symbols
versus active arithmetic computations). Still, the nearly simulta-
neous engagement of subpopulations within the aIPS and pITG
suggests that the pITG’s role in numerical cognition is more
complex than simply representing the symbolic numerical code.
Our PAC results, although preliminary, suggest a feedback

loop between the pITG and aIPS with bottom-up coupling from
pITG populations engaged in decoding individual numerals and
top-down coupling to pITG populations more engaged in active
arithmetic computations. The different coupling frequencies we
observe across subjects raise intriguing questions that can be
tested in future studies: Namely whether the frequency of slow
oscillations that couple two distinct regions of the brain differs
from one individual to another or is different across centimeters
of cortex.
Last, the strong coupling from aIPS phase to pITG amplitude

is interesting in light of a recent finding that the NFA region
exhibits selectivity for numerical stimuli even in a congenitally
blind person to whom numerical stimuli were presented audi-
torily (38). Our results support the biased connectivity hypothesis
in regards to the development of the NFA (8): that the selectivity
within the NFA may be driven by its intrinsic connectivity with
the aIPS. However, such an interaction between the aIPS and
pITG may be direct or indirect, possibly mediated by a third
structure such as the thalamus, which plays a role in regulating
information flow between cortical areas (75–77).

Conclusion
The current study revealed information about the patterns of
electrophysiological activity within two regions of the human
brain (VTC and LPC) that are predicted by the Triple Code
model to be important for numerical processing and additionally
about the nature of the coupling between them. Although ad-
dressing distinct cognitive aspects of numerical processing within
each of these two regions was beyond the scope of this study, the
high temporal resolution and anatomical precision of ECoG en-
abled us to gain insight into the complex functional heterogeneity
within each region of the VTC and LPC and their distinct patterns
of functional coupling. Within the VTC and LPC we were able to
detect discrete neuronal populations (separated by as little as
5 mm) with significantly different profiles of activity across tasks
(e.g., with some sites responding both to individual numerals and
active arithmetic and other, neighboring sites responding only
during active arithmetic processing but not during the presen-
tation of individual numerals). This spatial specificity of task-
related response profiles was mirrored in the correlations between
the VTC and LPC in the spatially specific patterns of noise and
spontaneous (i.e., rest) activity (Fig. 6 and Fig. S6). Moreover,
preliminary results suggest different directions of communication
(i.e., bottom-up versus top-down) between these different pITG
and aIPS subpopulations (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 8. (A) General activity profiles (in task 1 and task 2) observed within
four VTC regions (three within the pITG) and two LPC regions that we
propose are engaged in different aspects of numerical cognition (time
courses shown are not real data). Vertical dotted lines indicate the timing of
onset in these different brain regions. (B) Proposed sequence of coupling
between the brain regions in A, with earlier VTC–LPC loops more engaged in
visual processing/attention and later loops engaged in carrying out the ar-
ithmetic computation.
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We believe that, taken together, the response profiles of dif-
ferent VTC and LPC subregions, their relative response times,
and functional coupling patterns are suggestive of multiple feed-
back loops operating between different VTC and LPC subregions
(Fig. 8). We propose that different loops are engaged during
different stages of numerical processing and that in some cases
neighboring sites (e.g., within the pITG) are engaged in different
loops. Brain regions with early, transient, less-selective responses
(e.g., the LOG, SPL, and pIPS) may form loops that are involved
in visual processing of and attention to the visual stimuli, whereas
other regions with later, sustained, and more math-selective re-
sponses (i.e., the pITGmath/NFA and aIPSmath) may form loops to
carry out arithmetic computations (Fig. 8B). The NFA is possibly
at the intersection of bottom-up visual processes and top-down
processes from aIPSmath, given its response to individual symbols
(and exhibiting a late selective response to numerals) and its
sustained response during arithmetic processing. This very tentative,
simplified model ignores regions such as the thalamus and frontal
cortex that also are likely involved in numerical cognition. However,
we hope that it can provide a general framework for future studies
that can further disentangle the roles of these brain regions and
their interactions in distinct aspects of numerical cognition.

Experimental Procedures
Subjects. Sixteen patients with epilepsy were implanted with intracranial
electrodes as part of their presurgical evaluation at Stanford UniversityMedical
Center. Demographic information for each subject is included in Table S1, and
each subject’s electrode coverage is displayed in Fig. S1. Each patient was
monitored in the hospital for ∼6–10 d following surgery. All subjects provided
verbal and written consent before participating in any experiments. The ex-
periments were approved by the Stanford Institutional Review Board.

Electrodes. Each subject was implanted with grids and/or strips of subdural
platinum electrodes (AdTech Medical Instruments), whose locations were
determined purely for clinical reasons (Fig. S1). Each electrode had an ex-
posed diameter of 2.3 mm, with interelectrode spacing of 10 mm (5 mm for
higher-density arrays).

Behavioral Paradigms. All tasks were conducted at the patient’s bedside.
Stimuli were presented visually on a laptop computer (Apple MacBook or
MacBook Pro) with MATLAB psychtoolbox (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of
all tasks).
Task 1. Subjects were presented visually with a series of symbols falling under
one of three categories: (i) numerals, (ii) letters in the Roman alphabet, or
(iii) letters in other alphabets. For each symbol, subjects had to press one
button if they could read the symbol (i.e., numbers or letters in the Roman
alphabet) and a different button if they could not read it (i.e., symbols in
other alphabets). Subjects had up to 15 s to respond to each stimulus; trials
were separated by a 500-ms ITI.
Task 2. Subjects were asked to make true/false judgments about a series of vi-
sually presented statements, requiring either memory (e.g., “I ate fruit yester-
day”) or arithmetic (e.g., “48 + 8 = 57”) processing. Subjects had up to 15 s to
respond to each statement by pressing one of two keypad buttons. These
statements were interspersed with fixation periods (5 s or 10 s) during which
subjects were asked to fixate at a center crosshair. A 200-ms ITI separated trials.

Task 3. Subjects were asked to make true/false judgments about arithmetic
equations that were visually presented one numeral/symbol at a time (e.g.,
“7” “+” “5” “=” “12”). Each stimulus was presented for 500 ms with a
400-ms ITI. Subjects had up to 10 s to respond after the last number was
presented. Trials were separated by a 2-s ITI.

Data Acquisition and Analysis. ECoG data were recorded from subdural
electrodes via a multichannel recording system (Tucker David Technologies).
Data were acquired with a bandpass filter of 0.5–300 Hz and a sampling rate
of 1,525.88 Hz. The electrode outside the seizure zone with the most silent
electrocorticographic activity was selected as an online reference during
acquisition.

Preprocessing. Before data processing, electrodes identified as within the
ictogenic zone or those corrupted by electrical noise were eliminated from
subsequent analyses. Also excludedwere electrodes whose overall power was
five or more SDs above or below the mean power across channels and those
whose power spectrum strayed from the normal 1/f power spectrum, based
on visual inspection. All nonexcluded channels were notch filtered at 60 Hz
and harmonics to remove electric interference and thenwere rereferenced to
the mean of the filtered signals of the nonexcluded channels. The rerefer-
enced signal at each electrode was then bandpass filtered into six different
frequency bands, 1–3 Hz, 4–7 Hz, 8–12 Hz, 13–29 Hz, 30–55 Hz, and 70–
180 Hz, using two-way, zero-lag, finite impulse response (FIR) filters. In-
stantaneous amplitude was computed by taking the modulus of the Hilbert-
transformed signal. We subdivided the 70–180 Hz band (HFB) into bandpass
windows with a width of 10 Hz (70–80 Hz, 80–90 Hz, and so forth) and
normalized the amplitude of each 10-Hz band signal by its own mean, then
averaged these normalized amplitude time series together, yielding a single-
amplitude time course for the HFB band. This normalization procedure was
applied to correct partially for the 1/frequency decay present in neuro-
physiological signals.

To evaluate the activity at each site on a finer spectral scale, we also
generated spectrograms for each site displaying the time course of activity
within smaller spectral bins. To generate spectrograms, we convolved the
notch-filtered, common-average referenced signal with Gabor wavelet filters
(span of five cycles) centered at 30 different frequencies (log-spaced between
1 and 256 Hz), yielding instantaneous amplitude estimates at each frequency
and time point. The amplitude in each frequency bin then was normalized by
the amplitude in that same frequency bin during the baseline (200-ms ITI)
period, allowing us to see task-induced changes in spectral power relative to
the baseline.

See SI Experimental Procedures for more details on analysis methods.
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